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About This Game

Tower Stacker is a game that will measure your skills facing great challenges.
This game follows the mechanics of the typical Stacker game, and is traditional, so it also has the same operation.

You will have a series of "building slices" that will move through the base of the building, and when clickes will settle on it,
making the highlight of the building is eliminated.

It may seem a simple and very easy game, but in reality it is very difficult, for several reasons:

-The slices move really fast, and its speed increases as time goes on, and there may be changes in your pace that you have to
watch out for if you do not want to lose a lot of space.

-The errors are penalized a lot, first because they eliminate surface and increase the difficulty, and second because an error can
be nervous or deconcentrarte and make you commit a second consecutive error, the game is too fast to stop thinking about the

mistakes!

Of course, the game ends when you run out of surface, not before, since the game itself has no end, perfect to try to surpass
yourself!
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dont like the soundtrack wish it would change. VERY stronk campaign! Buy NOW!. So this game terrifies me and I love it.
What I DONT love is every 10 seconds I get absolutely slaughtered and it frustrates me because I actually want to be terrified
but instead im throwing stuffed animals at my wall and having to cut out most of my "gameplay" recordings because they are
definatly not PG when I get killed 30 times in a row. I refuse to use a guide. Fight me. Its a good game tho.. Fun twin stick
shooter. Works and looks great on an old laptop in "simple" graphics. Would look even better on a newer machine. I bought it
on sale for $5 - worth it if you like this type of game. Doesn't take up much hard drive space. Wanna try it on a Windows Tablet
hooked up to a large screen and a game controller. Lots of fun!. its too hard. It's a better-than-average Choice of Games game,
though not one of the best. It's long, which is nice since it means the options you choose play out over a longer period of time. I
like that the setting is a fairly unique Greek mythology-inspired fantasy world with quite a bit of lore, many characters, and lots
of backstory. This can be difficult to get accustomed to at first but you can pick it up eventually without having to read the
codex which I appreciated. My main gripe is that it ends on a cliffhanger, which is to be expected for the first game of a trilogy.
Also, you keep getting\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665blocked every time you try to do anything with one of your
romance options, which is funny at first but starts to get annoying after the third or fourth time. Melaxu is still bae though.. no.
not $3 worthy compared to some of the other outfits and you get so many just for free.... 2d anim tiddies wamen
Good wank enjoyed the story. (You can laugh / bulli . I allow you.) But honestly, what more could i possibly say?  . This a very
charming game, take you right back the Adventures of a famous plumber when he landed in 3D for the first time! When i first
got the game.... i got a serious game breaking condition (camera control), But the Dev(s) actually listen! it is now fixed ((in just
a fews days!) ) and now the game is a greate platformer with way better camera control. Playing in VR is really immersive 3D.
Load of fun for everyone and ideal game to introduce young kid to VR (and 3D ). When you get a Indi game and you think
there is something wrong. A bad review is not the solution. Talking it out with the dev is way better.
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I've got nothing really bad to say about the game, because it is extremely good for a free game, i enjoyed every second of it,
getting all the secrets and bosses defeated was really interesting, the mechanics of all the monster were really different than
others i've seen, the story was really deep and fun to experience, btw i cried with the last ending i got, and it's not easy to make
me cry.
Something i really want to focus on is the music, it fit every second of the story and made the experience 25% more enjoyable
than what it would have been without it.
Truly, when i finished the game, i really thought it should cost something, it is my actual favourite RPG Maker game, and i got
so interested in it that i took my time in the bonus room. Simply a fantastic game, a fantastic experience, 10\/10.. You dont get
alot but i did like the new outdoor BBQ set! and the outdoor TV is awsome. I think $20 is alittle high for it but it is what it is..
Easy unlock 5000 Achievements 100%!
. Simple, but reallly smooth to play. The game feels very organic and avoids patterns that help it maintain it breakneck intensity
for as long as you play. Really liked the art style and all the powerups lighting up the screen. Highly recommend grabbing this
one.. Very nice game ! it would be nice although to be able to customize \/ select another background, even to disable it to have
a 100% black background because this one doesnt look very good (too dark and not very interresting). Also the menus on the
left should be a bit smaller because i play in 2560x1440 resolution and when change the resolution of the game screen to put it
in full size verticaly, i have to change the size horizontally as well to keep the same aspect ratio but then it hides a part of the
"missile " menu.... Great game with many bugs!!

Pros:
Its Free
Does not require an expensive rig to run
Great graphics and smoothish gameplay
Lots to do and ways to advance and level up

Cons:
Not a big player base hopefully now its ftp word will get about.
Needs more Skin colour optimisation as you cannot complete a black or asian look.
Colour for hair and such basically needs a Skin upgrade.
Bugs such as Bot ai doing silly things like commiting suicide or letting you kill them??
And a crash that came while i was loading for charging Training.

Overall analysis: I think this game will become great overtime as long as the development take in what advice the players are
giving.
It is not pay to win as yet but I would not be surprised if it was and if it does then its not so bad it is still an amazing game.
I would recommend it to those who loved Soulcaliber and Dynastywarriors Also Legends Of Aethereus.

Score: 3/5 pending further updates.
I urge the Developers to keep ontop of the updates and congratulate them on such a good game thats going to grow into
something amazing!. Great movie about Me :-)

Just joking. Other 'actors' were great too! :-). Meh, its okay for a buck or in a bundle. As others have pointed out, it's basically a
turn-based Nuclear Throne.

Pros: easy to pick up, has gamepad support (unlike many rogue-likes), pixel graphics make it very easy to see what is going on,
easy to get on daily leaderboards due to low player-base.

Cons: no progress, lacks the constant terror of immanent death that compensates for permadeath in Nuclear Throne.

Fyi: stylistically similar to Orange Pixel's real-time Heroes of Loot.. This amzing DLC every one should get it this is so good :D
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